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About This Content

The Total War: SHOGUN 2 Sengoku Jidai Unit Pack adds 10 new elite units for use across the different game modes of
SHOGUN 2. Once you've purchased the content, you will unlock all 10 of these versatile units in single and multiplayer

Campaign mode under the conditions stated below. They will also be available in the Avatar Conquest and single player Battle
modes of the game when playing with the appropriate clan.

1) Bulletproof Samurai unit – Date clan

  It takes true samurai to charge into musket fire – and prevail!

Bulletproof armour makes them very resilient against matchlocks

Heavy armour makes them slow

Very good armour and melee defence

Very good vs. cavalry

Average melee attack

Construction requirements in Campaign mode
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Yari Dojo

Armoury

2) Marathon Monk – Uesugi or Ikko Ikki clan (Ikko Ikki clan requires the Ikko Ikki Clan Pack available on Steam)

 Faith builds the body, and faith makes outstanding warriors.

Very fast moving and fatigue resistant

Good against infantry and cavalry

Very good melee defence

Vulnerable to katana infantry and missiles

Construction requirements in Campaign mode (Ikko Ikki clan)

Ikko religion

Jodo Shinshu Temple

Proving grounds

Construction requirements in Campaign mode (Uesugi clan)

Buddhist religion

Buddhist Temple

Proving grounds

3) Hand Mortar – Hojo clan

 Hand mortars can lob shots over the heads of intervening troops, even over high walls.

High arc of fire is good for attacking units behind walls and other units

Small unit size and weak stats make them very vulnerable in melee

Low morale

Very vulnerable to cavalry

Yari Dojo

Armoury
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Construction requirements in Campaign mode

Gunsmith

Armoury

4) Heavy Gunner – Shimazu clan

  For some targets a simple musket is disrespectful. Better by far to use a heavy gun.

Very large muskets can damage units and buildings

Small unit size leaves them vulnerable in melee

Very vulnerable to cavalry

Construction requirements in Campaign mode

Gunsmith

Armoury

5) Wako Raider – Mori clan

 Piracy prepares men to fight unfairly and with deceit. A wise commander uses these skills.

Can deploy outside of their own deployment area

Can walk whilst hidden and can hide almost anywhere

Good melee attack and morale

Weak melee defence and armour

Vulnerable to cavalry and missiles

Construction requirements in Campaign mode

Sword Dojo

Military port

6) Mounted Gunner – Tokugawa clan

 These mounted samurai carry matchlocks, allowing them to fire a deadly volley and then gallop away.
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Very high missile damage

Good accuracy but slow reload

Average in melee

Vulnerable to foot missile units

Construction requirements in Campaign mode

Stables

Gunsmith

7) Bandit – Hattori clan (Hattori clan only available in the Total War: SHOGUN 2 Limited Edition)

  Banditry teaches a man much that is useful in warfare, such as striking from an unexpected direction.

Can shoot whilst hidden

Can hide almost anywhere

Can walk hidden

Weak in melee

Vulnerable to cavalry

Construction requirements in Campaign mode

Bow dojo

Criminal syndicate

8) Long-Yari Ashigaru – Oda clan

  These men carry exceptionally long spears, pikes in effect, making them extremely dangerous to cavalry.

Excellent against cavalry

Good defensive unit

Vulnerable to missiles and sword infantry

Weak morale
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Construction requirements in Campaign mode

Spear dojo

Encampment

9) Fire Cavalry – Takeda clan

  These cavalry are a sword in their general’s hand, ready to slice into a battle line.

Good against cavalry

Good against infantry

Good speed

Weak against spears and naginatas

Vulnerable to matchlocks and bows

Construction requirements in Campaign mode

Cavalry dojo

Proving grounds

10) Daikyu Samurai – Chosokabe clan

  When archer and bow are as one, anything is possible.

Extra long range

Very accurate and higher damage

Slow reload speed

Vulnerable to cavalry

Weak melee attack

Construction requirements in Campaign mode

Bow dojo
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Hunting lodge
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Have thoroughly enjoyed playing this game. Especially the multiplayer. Ran around with some friends for a couple hours lvl'ing
and destroying monsters. 2 thumbs up.. A fun, short adventure from every day life.
Completed in about 2-hours, fair for a $3 game.

Caught my eye because the artwork was so gorgious.
The keys are a little awkward but you adjust to them. Other than that, had no issues with the game.

Really quarky endearing game that deserves your attention.. Game is pretty cool! Controls take some getting use to but its fun
and challenging. I like the music and especially the anouncer voice with the deep tone. I like that there's also a story for the
game that you can read! Cool theme for a game!. I've played the first Night of Azure and it was amazing, it has a chill, jazzy,
and cool feeling yet action style vibe, played Nights of Azure 2: Bride of the New Moon and it's still have its vibe even with the
BGM for the hotel just like the 1st game, and its gameplay is also better, along with character conversation, graphics, animation,
new character upgrade feature as well as Servan upgrade feature which became better, intruiging and the story. With all that, it
would remind you of playing Final Fantasy all over again (with a mix of Dynasty Warrior type of feel as well), and which if it
would what number would it be, well thats up to the players, thankyou again Koei Tecmo.

I rate this game a 10/10, very highly recommended for those who are interested. (especially its FF vibe)

and the always adorable and mysterious Christophorous is in it as well, i thought she'd be a goner from the first game because of
Arnice (whom i still love in the series and have so many questions regarding her in this game), but her funny moments I will
never get tired of.. Very fun game, would recommend to other software engineers.

The autosave isn't perfect, and it isn't obvious that autosave is a feature when you first encounter a bug that stops play until you
go back through the Main Menu and select Continue. Having a "Save" button in the ingame menus would be awesome.

The number of days that games sell for could be lengthened. Some hints about which categories go together when researching
games would also be nice, but not troublesome. The research speed on the game development and marketing skills is far too
low, with 4 hours of play not moving it off the first skill level while the others are 8-9 or so by that point.

The availability of 6 timeslots in a day make it very slow to progress, particularly when two are used for food and coffee early
on. Could change it up to 8 and rebalance the rest of the game around that.. a very good game and i love it.. Was waiting for
steam release of this for a while.

A very solid mega man style game.
A decent challenge, very balanced in terms of difficulty, each boss and stage are humanly possible to clear yet present a retro
platformer style challenge.
Cute characters.
Tons of fun to speedrun this.
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Great game, If you are a mega man fan you can safely grab this, you will not regret it.
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Great classic. They did a good job porting this to more recent operation systems.. Awesome game! The rope swinging is so
satisfying, and it feels great to land those difficult jumps. If you liked cavestory you will love the art style, music and mood.
Really enjoyable so far, cant wait to finish it.. I'm pretty certain the "Magitek" is powered by Robert Heinlein spinning in his
grave.... Very juicy for a cheap pizza. But grade is 4,5/5, as I cannot taste the salami.. I did not enjoy the bird eye view style.

The limited selection of planes to pick 3 on each side total of 6.
the game play itself to me was pretty interesting i enjoyed it for a good few mins.
Single player was mostly what i enjoyed but right when i tried online
i was having a good time up to the point when someone came in.
I thought they were experienced but then i got a good glance
he was doing a inf evasive move while firing missiles in the process
and it was none stop taking out every single craft A.I on my side when he stopped and i fired at him he didn't bother
dodging he just took the shots both guns and missiles and still was in the air.
*****Most of this portion of the review was cleared up by bankler although i still question the fact this person was still able to
use the evasive skill and appeared to have inf stamina is still lingering in my mind*****
Figured he was cheating and that annoyed me. i said no.. done
this game was not at all what i expected though. OOROOROROOOAOOAOAAAARGH. You at the mall
- Inspect Wok the tiger diner
- It says slogan for Wok the tiger is Gourmet chinese food is just a wok away (puns already)
- You say: A wok somewhere else probably (BURRRRRNEEEED)
- Back out of room to find yourself beaten to death by a robot policeman

10/10 Would goosebumps the game again. I like the way the game looks at the moment... But it definitely needs improvement.
Quest tracking fails alot, If you quit a game and try to reload you may get stuck on a load screen (permanently), or just load into
a game where the missions you had as active have been thrown into the completed section... The developers have a long way to
go even if they say they are happy with the way the game is at its current stage... It is nowhere near ready for final release and
will need much more content added to make it worth even a discounted price.. Awesome game.

For linux one of best strategy I found.

It has still some bugs but I guss it will be patched
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